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The current insurance law revised on October 28,2002 strengthened the 
insurer’s duty of accounting, and newly the explanation on litigation of 
insurance dispute made by the highest people’s court gave detail explain to the 
insurer’s duty of accounting, both of which are one of evidence that the 
insurance law of PRC take the insured’s right and benefit on the priority. 
However, unfair insurance transaction in insurance market is widely existing 
and the insured encounter many illegal trading means such as fraudulent 
information, misrepresentation, all of these regard to information. To some 
extent, the insufficiency of theoretical study defected the practical 
performance of the insurer’s duty of information. In this case, the paper, at first, 
makes study on both the practical urgency and the theoretical foundation, then 
states and analysts the current law and regulation of the insurer’s duty of 
information, aiming to call for more attention and study from the academic 
circle on the protecting of the insured’s inferior position of information.  
The paper consists of three parts: preface, body and conclusion. And the 
body part is divided into three chapters: 
The preface states the writer’s train of thought to select the theme of 
paper, points out the theoretical and practical meaning of the theme to 
strengthen the insurer’s duty of information. 
Chapter one sets forth the practical meaning to strengthen the insurer’s 
duty of information. First, introduces the theory of asymmetric information, on 
the basis of which, analysts the phenomenon and the damages of asymmetric 
information on the insurance market. Further, mostly emphasizes that the 
abuse of information advantage by insurer do harm to both the insured and the 















Chapter two discusses the theoretical foundation of the insurer’s duty of 
information. Firstly, differentiates and analyses the principle of utmost good 
faith and the principle of honesty and good faith, and points out that the utmost 
good faith is not the source of the insurer’s duty of accounting. Secondly, in 
the angle of theory of contract law, analysts and concludes that the source of 
the insurer’s duty on information was closely connected with the principle of 
honesty and good faith from aspect of Freedom of Contract’s development in 
modern times.  
Chapter three states and analysts the insurer’s duty of information by the 
classification as the insurer’s duty to account and the insurer’s duty to inform. 
Expounds the definition, the content, the feature of both the insurer’s duty of 
accounting and the insurer’s duty to inform. Meanwhile, makes a comment on 
the insurer’s duty of information in the current insurance law and regulations, 
points out several defects on the insurer’s duty of information in our insurance 
law and brings forward some suggestion with references on legislation and 
judicatory practices in other important countries and regions. 
The conclusion calls for the strengthening of the insurer’s duty of 
information, since that, in a short term, it will balance the inferior position of 
the insured, and in a long term, it will be good to the persist development of 
insurance market in china. 
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第一章  强化保险人信息义务的现实依据 
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第二节  现代保险交易特性考察 
在现代保险市场上，随着保险产品的种类多样化，性能复杂化，服务
专业化，保险交易格式化趋势十分突出，保险合同的缔结很少再进行一一
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